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How to Deal With A Person Addicted to Pills â€“ Prescription Drug AbusePrescription pill addiction is

a growing problem in the US and also in other places around the world. This addiction can take a

hold of many different types of people. This may be affecting your adult child, teen, son, daughter,

sibling, sister ,brother or any other family member. Learning to live with an addict is not an easy

thing to do. It is our hope that after reading this book you will have the tools you need to deal with

the person in your family that has an addiction to drugs.  Patricia Pain, the author, writes in such a

way that you wonâ€™t be wasting your time sifting through a bunch of useless content. You are

going to get straightforward helpful tips to help you find emotional support through this difficult time

in your life. Here Are a Few Things From the Book How to Deal With a Prescription Drug AddictA

drug addicts actions reflect on to everyone else within their family. Their actions affect their spouse,

children, parents, grandparents, siblings, and other close family members and friends. In the

instance of your child being addicted to pills you may feel responsible like in some way you caused

them to become a drug addict. A child's drug addiction may cause fighting between other members

of the family. Siblings may feel neglected by the parents and feel angry at their addict sister or

brother. The siblings may become protective of the parents and try their best to get the parents to

stop enabling their sister or brother.There are support groups within your community that can help

you through this difficult time. You are not alone in this struggle there are many other families that

are dealing with an addict. Most of these groups are anonymous meaning that they will not spread

what you have talked about together outside of the meeting. This can be a safe haven for you and

your family to talk about the things you are dealing with, without worrying of others being

judgmental.  Here Are A Few Signs That Someone is Abusing Prescription DrugsVery small or

constricted pupils / Or droopy half closed eyelidsChange in mood or personality traitsChange in diet

or lack of appetiteDifferent or unusual sleepSocial changes such as new friendsWeight lossAsking

to borrow money or having financial issues  As you can see after reading this book you will have

insight into how to take care of yourself through this difficult time. You will know where you can find

outside help and what steps to take to take care of yourself through this process.  tags: addiction,

prescription drug abuse, how to help a drug addict, addicted to pills, child addicted to drugs, teen

addicted to drugs, how to deal with a drug addict kid son or daughter , support for family, support for

parents dealing with an addict
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An extensive amount of wisdom shared in this Kindle book about dealing with an addict. It takes a

long time to learn how to cope with someone who is abusing substances in effective ways. I know

this as a fact because I've been learning how to do this for the past forty five years. Even with all I

know about coping with a drug addict, this book presented things that I can use in situations that

involve people abusing substances. This book is definitely worth the little that it costs.

As a good resource and overview guide to "Prescription Pill Drug Abuse," this book works well. If

you expect a complete recovery approach in just 26 pages, and for 99 cents or free, you'll be

disappointed.The author does not claim to be a medical expert in this field, only one who has

worked extensively with addicted people. And that's good because she can communicate what you

need to know for a good beginning. "Our hope is that after reading this book you will have the tools

you need to deal with the person in your life that ["who" would be better] has an addiction.What do

you do when you reach a breaking point with how an addict, perhaps someone in your family,

abuses and uses you? How does addiction start? What types of drugs are used?Very helpful short

list: 20 Signs and Behavioral Changes of an Addict.Where to find support groups, where to seek



help, online support groups, how to recognize if you're an enabler, how to offer an addict help,

websites for research--all are valuable to have ready to access. And when you've done all you can

do and are at your wits' end, what next? The author offers some experienced advice and

encouragement.With the prevalence of drug addiction of various kinds, this is a good book to have

handy on your Kindle or elsewhere.

This book discusses such an important topic!The pill drug abuse is on the rise and I canÃ¢Â€Â™t

see it becoming any less prevalent in the near future.Unless.Unless more and more people become

distinctly aware of, not only the severe dangers associated to it, but also, and more importantly, an

acute awareness of what the indicative sigs are of a beginning addict in the making. To be able to

intervene in the initial stages are crucial if the addict-to-be is to have a standing chance on regaining

his or her life again.After reading this book the reader can expect to leave with an illuminating

introduction on how and where drug abuse arises, signs of pill drug abuse, practical end easy to

follow tips and strategies on how to best combat it, an invaluable list of resources on where to seek

help and also what can be done if you are at your wits end.All in all, a well structured book with a

hugely important message for so many people out there, not just those who are pill addicts at this

very moment. Early prevention is key. So do yourself a favor and get this book. YouÃ¢Â€Â™ll be

glad you did, and you will have done the world a favor.

Fortunately I donÃ¢Â€Â™t have anyone in my close family who is addicted to drugs but I think

itÃ¢Â€Â™s important to know how to deal with this kind of person in case we come across them. I

bought this book because I wanted to get some information on how to do it. This book explains the

problem very well and gives great advice. The book also contains a lot of additional resources and

helpful links. After reading this book I know what do to in case I have to deal with someone who is

addicted to prescription drugs. I recommend you read this book.

Great info. The e-book was very short but it had a lot of info and helpful links within the sections. I

was hoping there was more info on supporting someone after they get help, but all in all this was a

helpful resource. Great for someone who doesn't know where to turn after finding out a loved one is

addicted or if you suspect someone is abusing pills...Start here.

I found the information provided to be clear and concise. The author took the time to help the reader

to understand exactly what was happening. The details given will help a person dealing with this



issue understand some of the things that the doctors and therapist are telling them.

I was looking for more information on pain medications and found that this pamphlet (I wouldn't call

it a booklet) gave the same tired info that other materials give. I will stick to info published by the

FDA. At least it is interesting reading. Glad this was free through my prime membership, but sorry I

wasted my free monthly book on this.

I have a friend who has a bit of a perception drug abuse problem and this book was very helpful to

me. Even if you do not know anyone or think you know anyone with this problem this book could

help you in the future or maybe even discover someone who has this problem that you didn't know

before.
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